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ALMOST H-CONFORMAL SEMI-INVARIANT SUBMERSIONS
FROM ALMOST QUATERNIONIC HERMITIAN MANIFOLDS
KWANG-SOON PARK
Abstract. As a generalization of Riemannian submersions, horizontally con-
formal submersions, semi-invariant submersions, h-semi-invariant submersions,
almost h-semi-invariant submersions, conformal semi-invariant submersions,
we introduce h-conformal semi-invariant submersions and almost h-conformal
semi-invariant submersions from almost quaternionic Hermitian manifolds onto
Riemannian manifolds.
We study their properties: the geometry of foliations, the conditions for
total manifolds to be locally product manifolds, the conditions for such maps
to be totally geodesic, etc. Finally, we give some examples of such maps.
1. Introduction
As we know, Riemannian submersions were independently introduced by B.
O’Neill [20] and A. Gray [13] in 1960s. Using the notion of almost Hermitian sub-
mersions, B. Watson [29] obtained some differential geometric properties among
fibers, base manifolds, and total manifolds. After that, many geometers study this
area and there are a lot of results on this topic.
As a generalization of Riemannian submersions, a horizontally conformal sub-
mersion was introduced independently by B. Fuglede [11] and T. Ishihara [15] in
1970s and it is a particular type of conformal maps.
Given a C∞-submersion F from a Riemannian manifold (M, gM ) onto a Rie-
mannian manifold (N, gN ), according to the conditions on the map F : (M, gM ) 7→
(N, gN ), we have the following types of submersions:
a Riemannian submersion ([13], [20], [12]), an almost Hermitian submersion
[29], an invariant submersion [27], an anti-invariant submersion [24], a slant sub-
mersion ([9], [25]), a semi-invariant submersion [26], a semi-slant submersion [23],
a quaternionic submersion [16], an h-anti-invariant submersion and an almost h-
anti-invariant submersion [22], an h-semi-invariant submersion and an almost h-
semi-invariant submersion [21], a horizontally conformal submersion ([14], [8]), a
conformal anti-invariant submersion [2], a conformal semi-invariant submersion [3],
etc.
It is well-known that Riemannian submersions are related with physics and have
their applications in the Yang-Mills theory ([7], [30]), Kaluza-Klein theory ([6],
[17]), Supergravity and superstring theories ([18], [19]), etc. And the quaternionic
Ka¨hler manifolds have applications in physics as the target spaces for nonlinear
σ−models with supersymmetry [10].
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we remind some notions, which
are needed in the following sections. In section 3 we give the definitions of h-
conformal semi-invariant submersions and almost h-conformal semi-invariant sub-
mersions and obtain some properties on them: the characterizations of such maps,
the harmonicity of such maps, the conditions for such maps to be totally geodesic,
the integrability of distributions, the geometry of foliations, etc. In section 4 we give
some examples of h-conformal semi-invariant submersions and almost h-conformal
semi-invariant submersions.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we remind some notions, which will be used in the following
sections.
Let (M, gM ) and (N, gN ) be Riemannian manifolds, where gM and gN are Rie-
mannian metrics on C∞-manifolds M and N , respectively.
Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a C
∞-map.
We call the map F a C∞-submersion if F is surjective and the differential (F∗)p
has maximal rank for any p ∈M .
Then the map F is said to be a Riemannian submersion ([20], [12]) if F is a
C∞-submersion and
(F∗)p : ((ker(F∗)p)
⊥, (gM )p) 7→ (TF (p)N, (gN )F (p))
is a linear isometry for any p ∈M , where (ker(F∗)p)
⊥ is the orthogonal complement
of the space ker(F∗)p in the tangent space TpM to M at p.
The map F is called horizontally weakly conformal at p ∈M if it satisfies either
(i) (F∗)p = 0 or (ii) (F∗)p is surjective and there exists a positive number λ(p) > 0
such that
(2.1) gN ((F∗)pX, (F∗)pY ) = λ
2gM (X,Y ) for X,Y ∈ (ker(F∗)p)
⊥.
We call the point p a critical point if it satisfies the type (i) and call the point p
a regular point if it satisfies the type (ii). And the positive number λ(p) is said
to be dilation of F at p. The map F is called horizontally weakly conformal if it
is horizontally weakly conformal at any point of M . If the map F is horizontally
weakly conformal and it has no critical points, then we call the map F a horizontally
conformal submersion.
Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a horizontally conformal submersion.
Given any vector field U ∈ Γ(TM), we write
(2.2) U = VU +HU,
where VU ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and HU ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Define the (O’Neill) tensors T and A by
AEF = H∇HEVF + V∇HEHF(2.3)
TEF = H∇VEVF + V∇VEHF(2.4)
for vector fields E,F ∈ Γ(TM), where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection of gM ([20],
[12]). Then it is well-known that
(2.5) gM (TUV,W ) = −gM (V, TUW )
(2.6) gM (AUV,W ) = −gM (V,AUW )
for U, V,W ∈ Γ(TM).
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Define ∇̂XY := V∇XY for X,Y ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a C
∞-map.
Then the second fundamental form of F is given by
(∇F∗)(X,Y ) := ∇
F
XF∗Y − F∗(∇XY ) for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM),
where ∇F is the pullback connection and we denote conveniently by ∇ the Levi-
Civita connections of the metrics gM and gN [8].
Recall that F is said to be harmonic if the tension field τ(F ) = trace(∇F∗) = 0
and F is called a totally geodesic map if (∇F∗)(X,Y ) = 0 for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM) [8].
Lemma 2.1. [28] Let (M, gM ) and (N, gN ) be Riemannian manifolds and F :
(M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) a C
∞-map. Then we have
(2.7) ∇FXF∗Y −∇
F
Y F∗X − F∗([X,Y ]) = 0
for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM).
Remark 2.2. (1) By (2.7), we see that the second fundamental form ∇F∗ is sym-
metric.
(2) By (2.7), we obtain
(2.8) [V,X ] ∈ Γ(kerF∗)
for V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a horizontally conformal submersion with dilation
λ.
We call a vector field X ∈ Γ(TM) basic if (i) X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and (ii) X is
F -related with some vector field X ∈ Γ(TN). (i.e., (F∗)pX(p) = X(F (p)) for any
p ∈M .)
Given any fiber F−1(y), y ∈ N , and any basic vector fields X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥),
we have
λ(x)2gM (X,Y )(x) = gN (F∗X,F∗Y )(y) = constant
for any x ∈ F−1(y) so that
(2.9) V (λ2gM (X,Y )) = V (gN(F∗X,F∗Y )) = 0 for V ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
Then we get
Proposition 2.3. [14] Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a horizontally conformal
submersion with dilation λ. Then we obtain
(2.10) AXY =
1
2
{V [X,Y ]− λ2gM (X,Y )∇V (
1
λ2
)}
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Here, ∇V denotes the gradient vector field in the distribution kerF∗ ⊂ TM . (i.e.,
∇Vf =
m∑
i=1
Vi(f)Vi for f ∈ C
∞(M) and a local orthonormal frame {V1, · · · , Vm} of
kerF∗.)
Lemma 2.4. [8] Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a horizontally conformal submer-
sion with dilation λ. Then we have
(∇F∗)(X,Y ) = X(lnλ)F∗Y + Y (lnλ)F∗X − gM (X,Y )F∗(∇ lnλ),(2.11)
(∇F∗)(V,W ) = −F∗(TVW ),(2.12)
(∇F∗)(X,V ) = −F∗(∇XV ) = −F∗(AXV )(2.13)
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for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V,W ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
We recall some notions, which are related with our notions.
Let (M, gM , J) be an almost Hermitian manifold, where J is an almost complex
structure on M . (i.e., J2 = −id, gM (JX, JY ) = gM (X,Y ) for X,Y ∈ Γ(TM).)
We call a horizontally conformal submersion F : (M, gM , J) 7→ (N, gN ) a con-
formal anti-invariant submersion [2] if J(kerF∗) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥.
A horizontally conformal submersion F : (M, gM , J) 7→ (N, gN ) is called a con-
formal semi-invariant submersion [3] if there is a distribution D1 ⊂ kerF∗ such
that
kerF∗ = D1 ⊕D2, J(D1) = D1, J(D2) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥,
where D2 is the orthogonal complement of D1 in kerF∗
Let M be a 4m−dimensional C∞-manifold and let E be a rank 3 subbundle of
End(TM) such that for any point p ∈ M with a neighborhood U , there exists a
local basis {J1, J2, J3} of sections of E on U satisfying for all α ∈ {1, 2, 3}
J2α = −id, JαJα+1 = −Jα+1Jα = Jα+2,
where the indices are taken from {1, 2, 3} modulo 3.
Then we call E an almost quaternionic structure on M and (M,E) an almost
quaternionic manifold [1].
Moreover, let g be a Riemannian metric on M such that for any point p ∈ M
with a neighborhood U , there exists a local basis {J1, J2, J3} of sections of E on U
satisfying for all α ∈ {1, 2, 3}
(2.14) J2α = −id, JαJα+1 = −Jα+1Jα = Jα+2,
(2.15) g(JαX, JαY ) = g(X,Y )
for all vector fieldsX,Y ∈ Γ(TM), where the indices are taken from {1, 2, 3}modulo
3.
Then we call (M,E, g) an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold [16].
For convenience, the above basis {J1, J2, J3} satisfying (2.14) and (2.15) is said
to be a quaternionic Hermitian basis.
Let (M,E, g) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold.
We call (M,E, g) a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold if there exist locally defined
1-forms ω1, ω2, ω3 such that for α ∈ {1, 2, 3}
∇XJα = ωα+2(X)Jα+1 − ωα+1(X)Jα+2
for any vector field X ∈ Γ(TM), where the indices are taken from {1, 2, 3} modulo
3 [16].
If there exists a global parallel quaternionic Hermitian basis {J1, J2, J3} of sec-
tions of E on M (i.e., ∇Jα = 0 for α ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where ∇ is the Levi-Civita
connection of the metric g), then (M,E, g) is said to be a hyperka¨hler manifold.
Furthermore, we call (J1, J2, J3, g) a hyperka¨hler structure onM and g a hyperka¨hler
metric [4].
Let (M,EM , gM ) and (N,EN , gN) be almost quaternionic Hermitian manifolds.
A map F : M 7→ N is called a (EM , EN )−holomorphic map if given a point
x ∈M , for any J ∈ (EM )x there exists J
′ ∈ (EN )F (x) such that
F∗ ◦ J = J
′ ◦ F∗.
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A Riemannian submersion F : M 7→ N which is a (EM , EN )−holomorphic map is
called a quaternionic submersion [16].
Moreover, if (M,EM , gM ) is a quaternionic Ka¨hler manifold (or a hyperka¨hler
manifold), then we say that F is a quaternionic Ka¨hler submersion (or a hyperka¨hler
submersion) [16].
Then it is well-known that any quaternionic Ka¨hler submersion is a harmonic
map [16].
Let (M,E, gM ) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold and (N, gN ) a
Riemannian manifold.
A Riemannian submersion F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) is called an h-semi-
invariant submersion if given a point p ∈ M with a neighborhood U , there exists
a quaternionic Hermitian basis {I, J,K} of sections of E on U such that for any
R ∈ {I, J,K}, there is a distribution D1 ⊂ kerF∗ on U such that
kerF∗ = D1 ⊕D2, R(D1) = D1, R(D2) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥,
where D2 is the orthogonal complement of D1 in kerF∗ [21].
We call such a basis {I, J,K} an h-semi-invariant basis.
A Riemannian submersion F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) is called an almost h-semi-
invariant submersion if given a point p ∈ M with a neighborhood U , there exists
a quaternionic Hermitian basis {I, J,K} of sections of E on U such that for each
R ∈ {I, J,K}, there is a distribution DR1 ⊂ kerF∗ on U such that
kerF∗ = D
R
1 ⊕ D
R
2 , R(D
R
1 ) = D
R
1 , R(D
R
2 ) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥,
where DR2 is the orthogonal complement of D
R
1 in kerF∗ [21].
We call such a basis {I, J,K} an almost h-semi-invariant basis.
Throughout this paper, we will use the above notations.
3. Almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersions
In this section, we define h-conformal semi-invariant submersions and almost
h-conformal semi-invariant submersions from almost quaternionic Hermitian mani-
folds onto Riemannian manifolds. And we study their properties: the integrability
of distributions, the geometry of foliations, the conditions for such maps to be
totally geodesic, etc.
Definition 3.1. Let (M,E, gM ) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold
and (N, gN ) a Riemannian manifold. A horizontally conformal submersion F :
(M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) is called an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion if given
a point p ∈ M with a neighborhood U , there exists a quaternionic Hermitian
basis {I, J,K} of sections of E on U such that for any R ∈ {I, J,K}, there is a
distribution D1 ⊂ kerF∗ on U such that
kerF∗ = D1 ⊕D2, R(D1) = D1, R(D2) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥,
where D2 is the orthogonal complement of D1 in kerF∗.
We call such a basis {I, J,K} an h-conformal semi-invariant basis.
Definition 3.2. Let (M,E, gM ) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold
and (N, gN ) a Riemannian manifold. A horizontally conformal submersion F :
(M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) is called an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion
if given a point p ∈M with a neighborhood U , there exists a quaternionic Hermitian
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basis {I, J,K} of sections of E on U such that for each R ∈ {I, J,K}, there is a
distribution DR1 ⊂ kerF∗ on U such that
kerF∗ = D
R
1 ⊕ D
R
2 , R(D
R
1 ) = D
R
1 , R(D
R
2 ) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥,
where DR2 is the orthogonal complement of D
R
1 in kerF∗.
We call such a basis {I, J,K} an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis.
Remark 3.3. (1) Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a hy-
perka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such that
(I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the fibers of the map F are
quaternionic CR-submanifolds [5].
(2) Let F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion.
Then the map F is also an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion.
Let F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion
with an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis {I, J,K}.
Denote the orthogonal complement of RDR2 in (kerF∗)
⊥ by µR for R ∈ {I, J,K}.
We easily see that µR is R-invariant for R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Then given X ∈ Γ(kerF∗), we write
(3.1) RX = φRX + ωRX,
where φRX ∈ Γ(D
R
1 ) and ωRX ∈ Γ(RD
R
2 ) for R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Given Z ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), we get
(3.2) RZ = BRZ + CRZ,
where BRZ ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ) and CRZ ∈ Γ(µ
R) for R ∈ {I, J,K}.
We see that
(3.3) (kerF∗)
⊥ = RDR2 ⊕ µ
R for R ∈ {I, J,K}
and
(3.4) gM (CRX,RV ) = 0
for X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DR2 ).
Define
(3.5) (∇XφR)Y := ∇̂XφRY − φR∇̂XY
and
(3.6) (∇XωR)Y := H∇XωRY − ωR∇̂XY
for X,Y ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Then we easily obtain
Lemma 3.4. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a
hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then we get
(1)
∇̂XφRY + TXωRY = φR∇̂XY +BRTXY
TXφRY +H∇XωRY = ωR∇̂XY + CRTXY
for X,Y ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
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(2)
V∇ZBRW +AZCRW = φRAZW +BRH∇ZW
AZBRW +H∇ZCRW = ωRAZW + CRH∇ZW
for Z,W ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
(3)
∇̂XBRZ + TXCRZ = φRTXZ +BRH∇XZ
TXBRZ +H∇XCRZ = ωRTXZ + CRH∇XZ
for X ∈ Γ(kerF∗), Z ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Remark 3.5. By (3.5), (3.6), and Lemma 3.4 (1), we have
(3.7) (∇XωR)Y = BRTXY − TXωRY
(3.8) (∇XωR)Y = CRTXY − TXφRY
for X,Y ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Now, we investigate the integrability of some distributions.
Lemma 3.6. Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a hy-
perka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such that
(I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then we have
(i) the distribution D2 is always integrable.
(ii) the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution D1 is integrable.
(b) (∇F∗)(W, IV )− (∇F∗)(V, IW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
I) for V,W ∈ Γ(D1).
(c) (∇F∗)(W,JV )− (∇F∗)(V, JW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
J ) for V,W ∈ Γ(D1).
(b) (∇F∗)(W,KV )− (∇F∗)(V,KW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
K) for V,W ∈ Γ(D1)
Proof. By (2.7), we have [V,W ] ∈ Γ(kerF∗) for V,W ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
We claim that TVRW = TWRV for V,W ∈ Γ(D2) and R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Given X ∈ Γ(kerF∗), we get
gM (TVRW,X) = −gM (RW,∇VX) = −gM (RW,∇XV ) = gM (∇XRW,V )
= −gM (∇XW,RV ) = −gM (∇WX,RV ) = gM (X,∇WRV )
= gM (X, TWRV ),
which means our claim.
Given V,W ∈ Γ(D2) and Z ∈ Γ(D1), we obtain
gM ([V,W ], Z) = gM (∇VW −∇WV, Z) = gM (TV RW − TWRV,RZ) = 0,
which implies (i).
For (ii), given V,W ∈ Γ(D1), Z ∈ Γ(D2), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we have
gM ([V,W ], Z) =
1
λ2
gN(F∗∇VRW − F∗∇WRV, F∗RZ)
=
1
λ2
gN((∇F∗)(W,RV )− (∇F∗)(V,RW ), F∗RZ)
so that we get (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, the result follows. 
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Theorem 3.7. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution (kerF∗)
⊥ is integrable.
(b) AY ωIBIX −AXωIBIY + φI(AY CIX −AXCIY ) ∈ Γ(D
I
2) and
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
Y F∗CIX −∇
F
XF∗CIY, F∗IV )
= gM (AY BIX −AXBIY − CIY (lnλ)X + CIX(lnλ)Y
+ 2gM (X,CIY )∇(ln λ), IV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DI2).
(c) AY ωJBJX −AXωJBJY + φJ (AY CJX −AXCJY ) ∈ Γ(D
J
2 ) and
1
λ2
gN(∇
F
Y F∗CJX −∇
F
XF∗CJY, F∗JV )
= gM (AY BJX −AXBJY − CJY (ln λ)X + CJX(lnλ)Y
+ 2gM(X,CJY )∇(lnλ), JV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DJ2 ).
(d) AY ωKBKX −AXωKBKY + φK(AY CKX −AXCKY ) ∈ Γ(D
K
2 ) and
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
Y F∗CKX −∇
F
XF∗CKY, F∗KV )
= gM (AY BKX −AXBKY − CKY (lnλ)X + CKX(lnλ)Y
+ 2gM (X,CKY )∇(ln λ),KV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DK2 ).
Proof. Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), W ∈ Γ(DR1 ), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we have
gM ([X,Y ],W ) = gM (∇XBRY,RW ) + gM (∇XCRY,RW )
− gM (∇Y BRX,RW )− gM (∇Y CRX,RW )
= −gM (∇XRBRY,W ) + gM (AXCRY,RW )
+ gM (∇Y RBRX,W )− gM (AY CRX,RW )
= −gM (∇XωRBRY,W )− gM (φRAXCRY,W )
+ gM (∇Y ωRBRX,W ) + gM (φRAY CRX,W ) (since φRBR = 0)
= gM (AY ωRBRX −AXωRBRY + φRAY CRX − φRAXCRY,W )
so that
gM ([X,Y ],W ) = 0 for W ∈ Γ(D
R
1 )(3.9)
⇔ AY ωRBRX −AXωRBRY + φRAY CRX − φRAXCRY ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
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Given V ∈ Γ(DR2 ), by using (2.11) and (3.4), we get
gM ([X,Y ], V ) = gM (∇XBRY,RV ) + gM (∇XCRY,RV )
− gM (∇YBRX,RV )− gM (∇Y CRX,RV )
= gM (AXBRY −AY BRX,RV )
+
1
λ2
gN(−X(lnλ)F∗CRY − CRY (ln λ)F∗X
+ gM (X,CRY )F∗∇(lnλ) +∇
F
XF∗CRY
+ Y (lnλ)F∗CRX + CRX(lnλ)F∗Y − gM (Y,CRX)F∗∇(ln λ)
−∇FY F∗CRX,F∗RV )
= gM (AXBRY −AY BRX + CRX(lnλ)Y − CRY (lnλ)X
+ 2gM (X,CRY )∇(ln λ), RV )
−
1
λ2
gN(∇
F
Y F∗CRX −∇
F
XF∗CRY, F∗RV )
so that
gM ([X,Y ], V ) = 0 for V ∈ Γ(D
R
2 )(3.10)
⇔
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
Y F∗CRX −∇
F
XF∗CRY, F∗RV )
= gM (AXBRY −AYBRX + CRX(lnλ)Y − CRY (ln λ)X
+2gM (X,CRY )∇(ln λ), RV ).
Using (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, we have the result. 
Theorem 3.8. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Assume that the dis-
tribution (kerF∗)
⊥ is integrable. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(b) λ2gM (AY BIX−AXBIY, IV ) = gN(∇
F
Y F∗CIX−∇
F
XF∗CIY, F∗IV ) for X,Y ∈
Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DI2).
(c) λ2gM (AY BJX − AXBJY, JV ) = gN (∇
F
Y F∗CJX − ∇
F
XF∗CJY, F∗JV ) for
X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DJ2 ).
(d) λ2gM (AY BKX−AXBKY,KV ) = gN (∇
F
Y F∗CKX−∇
F
XF∗CKY, F∗KV ) for
X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DK2 ).
Proof. Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), V ∈ Γ(DR2 ), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, from the proof
of Theorem 3.7, we have
gM ([X,Y ], V ) = gM (AXBRY −AY BRX + CRX(lnλ)Y(3.11)
−CRY (ln λ)X + 2gM (X,CRY )∇(ln λ), RV )
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
Y F∗CRX −∇
F
XF∗CRY, F∗RV ).
Using (3.11), it is easy to see (a)⇒ (b), (a)⇒ (c), (a)⇒ (d).
Conversely, from (3.11), we get
(3.12) gM (CRX(lnλ)Y − CRY (lnλ)X + 2gM (X,CRY )∇(ln λ), RV ) = 0
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Applying Y = RV at (3.12), we obtain
gM (∇(ln λ), CRX)gM (RV,RV ) = 0,
which implies
(3.13) gM (∇(λ), X) = 0 for X ∈ Γ(µ
R).
Applying Y = CRX , X ∈ Γ(µ
R), at (3.12), we have
2gM (X,C
2
RX)gM(∇(ln λ), RV ) = −2gM (X,X)gM(∇(ln λ), RV ) = 0,
which implies
(3.14) gM (∇(λ), RV ) = 0 for V ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
By (3.13) and (3.14), we get (b)⇒ (a), (c)⇒ (a), (d)⇒ (a).
Therefore, the result follows. 
We deal with some particular type of conformal submersions.
Definition 3.9. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold (M,E, gM ) onto a Riemannian mani-
fold (N, gN ). If R(D
R
2 ) = (kerF∗)
⊥ for R ∈ {I,K} and J(kerF∗) = kerF∗ (i.e.,
DJ2 = {0}), then we call the map F an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-
invariant submersion
We call such a basis {I, J,K} an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-
invariant basis.
Remark 3.10. (1) We easily see that J(kerF∗) = kerF∗ implies J((kerF∗)
⊥) =
(kerF∗)
⊥.
(2) Let F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion.
Then it is not possible to get R(D2) = (kerF∗)
⊥ for R ∈ {I, J,K}. If not, then
K(D2) = (kerF∗)
⊥ and K(D2) = IJ(D2) = I((kerF∗)
⊥) = D2, contradiction!
So, our definition makes sense and its example is Example 4.7.
Corollary 3.11. Let F be an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-invariant
submersion from a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian man-
ifold (N, gN ) such that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-
invariant basis. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution (kerF∗)
⊥ is integrable.
(b) AIV1IV2 = AIV2IV1 for V1, V2 ∈ Γ(D
I
2).
(c) AKV1KV2 = AKV2KV1 for V1, V2 ∈ Γ(D
K
2 ).
Proof. We see that CR = 0, BR = R on (kerF∗)
⊥ and ωR = R on D
R
2 for R ∈
{I,K}.
Applying X = RV1 and Y = RV2, V1, V2 ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ), at Theorem 3.7, we have
ARV1RV2 −ARV2RV1 ∈ Γ(D
R
2 )
and
0 = gM (ARV2RV1 −ARV1RV2, V ) for V ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ),
which are equivalent to
ARV1RV2 = ARV2RV1 for V1, V2 ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
Hence, we get (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c).
Therefore, we obtain the result. 
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We consider the geometry of foliations and the condition for such maps to be
horizontally homothetic.
Theorem 3.12. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution (kerF∗)
⊥ defines a totally geodesic foliation on M .
(b) AXCIY + V∇XBIY ∈ Γ(D
I
2) and
gN (∇
F
XF∗IV, F∗CIV ) = λ
2gM (AXBIY − CIY (lnλ)X + gM (X,CIY )∇(ln λ), IV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DI2).
(c) AXCJY + V∇XBJY ∈ Γ(D
J
2 ) and
gN(∇
F
XF∗JV, F∗CJV ) = λ
2gM (AXBJY −CJY (lnλ)X + gM (X,CJY )∇(ln λ), JV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DJ2 ).
(d) AXCKY + V∇XBKY ∈ Γ(D
K
2 ) and
gN(∇
F
XF∗KV,F∗CKV ) = λ
2gM (AXBKY−CKY (ln λ)X+gM (X,CKY )∇(ln λ),KV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DK2 ).
Proof. Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), W ∈ Γ(DR1 ), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we obtain
gM (∇XY,W ) = −gM (φ(AXCRY + V∇XBRY ),W )
so that
(3.15) gM (∇XY,W ) = 0⇔ AXCRY + V∇XBRY ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
Given V ∈ Γ(DR2 ), by using (2.11) and (3.4), we have
gM (∇XY, V ) = gM (AXBRY,RV )− gM (CRY,∇XRV )
= gM (AXBRY,RV ) +
1
λ2
gN (F∗CRY,RV (lnλ)F∗X
− gM (X,RV )F∗∇(lnλ)−∇
F
XF∗RV )
= gM (AXBRY + gM (CRY,X)∇(lnλ)− CRY (lnλ)X,RV )
−
1
λ2
gN(F∗CRY,∇
F
XF∗RV )
so that
gM (∇XY, V ) = 0(3.16)
⇔ gN (F∗CRY,∇
F
XF∗RV ) = λ
2gM (AXBRY
+gM (CRY,X)∇(lnλ)− CRY (ln λ)X,RV ).
By (3.15) and (3.16), we get (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, the result follows. 
We introduce another notion on distributions and investigate it.
Definition 3.13. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Given R ∈ {I, J,K},
we call the distribution DR2 parallel along (kerF∗)
⊥ if ∇XV ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ) for X ∈
Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DR2 ).
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Lemma 3.14. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Assume that the dis-
tribution DR2 is parallel along (kerF∗)
⊥ for R ∈ {I, J,K}. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(b)
λ2gM (AXBIY, IV ) = gN (∇
F
XF∗IV, F∗CIY )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DI2).
(c)
λ2gM (AXBJY, JV ) = gN (∇
F
XF∗JV, F∗CJY )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DJ2 ).
(d)
λ2gM (AXBKY,KV ) = gN (∇
F
XF∗KV,F∗CKY )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DK2 ).
Proof. Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), V ∈ Γ(DR2 ), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, by the proof of
Theorem 3.12, we have
gM (∇XY, V ) = gM (AXBRY + gM (CRY,X)∇(lnλ)(3.17)
−CRY (lnλ)X,RV )−
1
λ2
gN (F∗CRY,∇
F
XF∗RV ).
Since gM (∇XY, V ) = −gM (Y,∇XV ) = 0, from (3.17), we get (a)⇒ (b), (a)⇒ (c),
(a)⇒ (d).
Conversely, from (3.17), we obtain
(3.18) − gM (CRY,∇(ln λ))gM (X,RV ) + gM (X,CRY )gM (∇(ln λ), RV ) = 0.
Applying X = RV at (3.18), we have
−gM (CRY,∇(lnλ))gM (RV,RV ) = 0,
which implies
(3.19) gM (X,∇(λ)) = 0 for X ∈ Γ(µ
R).
Applying X = CRY at (3.18), we get
gM (CRY,CRY )gM (∇(ln λ), RV ) = 0,
which implies
(3.20) gM (∇(λ), RV ) = 0 for V ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
Using (3.19) and (3.20), we obtain (b)⇒ (a), (c)⇒ (a), (d)⇒ (a).
Therefore, the result follows. 
Lemma 3.15. Let F be an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-invariant
submersion from a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian man-
ifold (N, gN ) such that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-
invariant basis. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution (kerF∗)
⊥ defines a totally geodesic foliation on M .
(b) the distribution DI2 is parallel along (kerF∗)
⊥.
(c) the distribution DK2 is parallel along (kerF∗)
⊥.
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Proof. We see that BR = R and CR = 0 on (kerF∗)
⊥ for R ∈ {I,K}.
Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DR2 ), from Theorem 3.12, we have
(a)⇔ V∇XRY ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ) and gM (AXRY,RV ) = 0
⇔ ∇XRY ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ).
Hence, we get (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c).
Therefore, we obtain the result. 
Theorem 3.16. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the distribution kerF∗ defines a totally geodesic foliation on M .
(b) TV ωIU + ∇̂V φIU ∈ Γ(D
I
1) and
gN (∇
F
ωIV
F∗X,F∗ωIU) = λ
2gM (CITUφIV +AωIV φIU + gM (ωIV, ωIU)∇(ln λ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ(µ
I).
(c) TV ωJU + ∇̂V φJU ∈ Γ(D
J
1 ) and
gN(∇
F
ωJV
F∗X,F∗ωJU) = λ
2gM (CJTUφJV +AωJV φJU+gM(ωJV, ωJU)∇(lnλ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ(µ
J ).
(d) TV ωKU + ∇̂V φKU ∈ Γ(D
K
1 ) and
gN(∇
F
ωKV
F∗X,F∗ωKU) = λ
2gM (CKTUφKV+AωKV φKU+gM (ωKV, ωKU)∇(lnλ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ(µ
K).
Proof. Given U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗), W ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, by using (3.4), we
have
gM (∇V U,RW ) = −gM (ωR(∇̂V φRU + TV ωRU), RW )
so that
(3.21) gM (∇V U,RW ) = 0⇔ ∇̂V φRU + TV ωRU ∈ Γ(D
R
1 )
Given X ∈ Γ(µR), by using (2.8) and (3.3), we get
gM (∇UV,X)
= gM (∇UφRV,RX) + gM (φRU,∇ωRVX) + gM (ωRU,∇ωRVX)
= gM (TUφRV,RX) + gM (φRU,AωRVX)
−
1
λ2
gM (∇(ln λ), X)gN(F∗ωRV, F∗ωRU) +
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
ωRV
F∗X,F∗ωRU)
= gM (−CRTUφRV −AωRV φRU − gM (ωRV, ωRU)∇(lnλ), X)
+
1
λ2
gN(∇
F
ωRV
F∗X,F∗ωRU)
so that
gM (∇UV,X) = 0(3.22)
⇔ gN (∇
F
ωRV
F∗X,F∗ωRU)
= λ2gM (CRTUφRV +AωRV φRU + gM (ωRV, ωRU)∇(ln λ), X).
Using (3.21) and (3.22), we obtain (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, the result follows. 
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Definition 3.17. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then given R ∈
{I, J,K}, we call the distribution µR parallel along kerF∗ if ∇UX ∈ Γ(µ
R) for
X ∈ Γ(µR) and U ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
Lemma 3.18. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Assume that the dis-
tribution µR is parallel along kerF∗ for any R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Then given R ∈ {I, J,K}, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) dilation λ is constant on µR.
(b)
gN (∇
F
ωRV
F∗X,F∗ωRU) = λ
2gM (CRTUφRV +AωRV φRU,X)
for X ∈ Γ(µR) and U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗).
Proof. Given X ∈ Γ(µR) and U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗), by using the proof of Theorem 3.16
and (3.4), we have
gM (∇UV,X)
= gM (−CRTUφRV −AωRV φRU − gM (ωRV, ωRU)∇(lnλ), X)
+
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
ωRV
F∗X,F∗ωRU)
so that since gM (∇UV,X) = −gM (V,∇UX) = 0, it is easy to get (a)⇔ (b). 
Denote by MkerF∗ and M(kerF∗)⊥ the integral manifolds of the distributions
kerF∗ and (kerF∗)
⊥, respectively.
Using Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.16, we have
Theorem 3.19. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) M is locally a product Riemannian manifold MkerF∗ ×M(kerF∗)⊥ .
(b) AXCIY + V∇XBIY ∈ Γ(D
I
2),
gN (∇
F
XF∗IV, F∗CIV ) = λ
2gM (AXBIY −CIY (lnλ)X+gM (X,CIY )∇(ln λ), IV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), V ∈ Γ(DI2).
TV ωIU + ∇̂V φIU ∈ Γ(D
I
1),
gN (∇
F
ωIV
F∗X,F∗ωIU) = λ
2gM (CITUφIV+AωIV φIU+gM (ωIV, ωIU)∇(lnλ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗), X ∈ Γ(µ
I).
(c) AXCJY + V∇XBJY ∈ Γ(D
J
2 ),
gN (∇
F
XF∗JV, F∗CJV ) = λ
2gM (AXBJY−CJY (lnλ)X+gM (X,CJY )∇(ln λ), JV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DJ2 ).
TV ωJU + ∇̂V φJU ∈ Γ(D
J
1 ),
gN (∇
F
ωJV
F∗X,F∗ωJU) = λ
2gM (CJTUφJV+AωJV φJU+gM (ωJV, ωJU)∇(ln λ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ(µ
J ).
(d) AXCKY + V∇XBKY ∈ Γ(D
K
2 ),
gN (∇
F
XF∗KV,F∗CKV ) = λ
2gM (AXBKY−CKY (lnλ)X+gM (X,CKY )∇(ln λ),KV )
for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥) and V ∈ Γ(DK2 ).
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TV ωKU + ∇̂V φKU ∈ Γ(D
K
1 ),
gN (∇
F
ωKV
F∗X,F∗ωKU) = λ
2gM (CKTUφKV+AωKV φKU+gM (ωKV, ωKU)∇(ln λ), X)
for U, V ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ(µ
K).
Theorem 3.20. Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a hy-
perka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such that
(I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) the distribution D1 defines a totally geodesic foliation on M .
(b)
(∇F∗)(V, IW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
I),
gN ((∇F∗)(V, IW ), F∗CIX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωIBIX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(c)
(∇F∗)(V, JW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
J ),
gN ((∇F∗)(V, JW ), F∗CJX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωJBJX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(d)
(∇F∗)(V,KW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
K),
gN((∇F∗)(V,KW ), F∗CKX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωKBKX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Proof. Given U, V ∈ Γ(D1), W ∈ Γ(D2), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we get
gM (∇V U,W ) = gM (H∇VRU,RW )
= −
1
λ2
gN ((∇F∗)(V,RU), F∗RW )
so that
(3.23) gM (∇V U,W ) = 0⇔ (∇F∗)(V,RU) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
R).
Given X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), we obtain
gM (∇V U,X) = gM (U,∇VRBRX) + gM (H∇VRU,CRX)
= gM (U, TV ωRBRX)−
1
λ2
gN ((∇F∗)(V,RU), F∗CRX)
so that
(3.24) gM (∇V U,X) = 0⇔ gN ((∇F∗)(V,RU), F∗CRX) = λ
2gM (U, TV ωRBRX).
Using (3.23) and (3.24), we have (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, we obtain the result. 
Theorem 3.21. Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a hy-
perka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such that
(I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) the distribution D2 defines a totally geodesic foliation on M .
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(b) (∇F∗)(V, IW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
I),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
IV F∗IU, F∗ICIX) = gM (V,BITUBIX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), ICIX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(c) (∇F∗)(V, JW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
J),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
JV F∗JU, F∗JCJX) = gM (V,BJTUBJX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), JCJX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(d) (∇F∗)(V,KW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
K),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
KV F∗KU,F∗KCKX) = gM (V,BKTUBKX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ),KCKX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Proof. Given U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), R ∈ {I, J,K}, we get
gM (∇UV,W ) =
1
λ2
gN((∇F∗)(U,RW ), F∗RV )
so that
(3.25) gM (∇UV,W ) = 0⇔ (∇F∗)(U,RW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
R).
Given X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), by using (2.8), (2.11), (3.4), we obtain
gM (∇UV,X) = −gM (RV, TUBRX) + gM (∇RV U,CRX)
= −gM (RV, TUBRX) + gM (∇RVRU,RCRX)
= gM (V,BRTUBRX) + gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), RCRX)
+
1
λ2
gN(∇
F
RV F∗RU,F∗RCRX)
so that
gM (∇UV,X) = 0(3.26)
⇔ −
1
λ2
gN(∇
F
RV F∗RU,F∗RCRX)
= gM (V,BRTUBRX) + gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), RCRX).
Using (3.25) and (3.26), we have (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, the result follows. 
Using Theorem 3.20 and Theorem 3.21, we obtain
Theorem 3.22. Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from a hy-
perka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such that
(I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(a) the fibers of F are locally product Riemannian manifolds MD1 ×MD2 .
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(b)
(∇F∗)(V, IW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
I),
gN ((∇F∗)(V, IW ), F∗CIX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωIBIX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(∇F∗)(V, IW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
I),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
IV F∗IU, F∗ICIX) = gM (V,BITUBIX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), ICIX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(c)
(∇F∗)(V, JW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
J ),
gN ((∇F∗)(V, JW ), F∗CJX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωJBJX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(∇F∗)(V, JW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
J ),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
JV F∗JU, F∗JCJX) = gM (V,BJTUBJX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ), JCJX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(d)
(∇F∗)(V,KW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
K),
gN((∇F∗)(V,KW ), F∗CKX) = λ
2gM (W, TV ωKBKX)
for V,W ∈ Γ(D1) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(∇F∗)(V,KW ) ∈ Γ(F∗µ
K),
−
1
λ2
gN (∇
F
KV F∗KU,F∗KCKX) = gM (V,BKTUBKX)
+ gM (U, V )gM (H∇(ln λ),KCKX)
for U, V ∈ Γ(D2), W ∈ Γ(D1), and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
We know
Lemma 3.23. [8] Let F be a horizontally conformal submersion from a Riemann-
ian manifold (M, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) with dilation λ.
Then the tension field τ(F ) of F is given by
(3.27) τ(F ) = −mF∗H + (2− n)F∗(∇(ln λ)),
where H is the mean curvature vector field of the distribution kerF∗, m = dimkerF∗,
n = dimN .
Using Lemma 3.23, we easily get
Corollary 3.24. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Assume that F is
harmonic with dimkerF∗ > 0 and dimN > 2. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
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(a) all the fibers of F are minimal.
(b) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
Corollary 3.25. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Assume that dimkerF∗ >
0 and dimN = 2. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) all the fibers of F are minimal.
(b) the map F is harmonic.
We introduce another notion and investigate the condition for such a map to be
totally geodesic.
Definition 3.26. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then given R ∈
{I, J,K}, we call the map F a (RDR2 , µ
R)-totally geodesic map if (∇F∗)(RU,X) = 0
for U ∈ Γ(DR2 ) and X ∈ Γ(µ
R).
Theorem 3.27. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(b) the map F is a (IDI2 , µ
I)-totally geodesic map.
(c) the map F is a (JDJ2 , µ
J )-totally geodesic map.
(d) the map F is a (KDK2 , µ
K)-totally geodesic map.
Proof. Given U ∈ Γ(DR2 ), X ∈ Γ(µ
R), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we have
(∇F∗)(RU,X)(3.28)
= RU(lnλ)F∗X +X(lnλ)F∗RU − gM (RU,X)F∗∇(lnλ)
= RU(lnλ)F∗X +X(lnλ)F∗RU
so that we easily get (a)⇒ (b), (a)⇒ (c), (a)⇒ (d).
Conversely, from (3.28), we obtain
RU(lnλ)F∗X +X(lnλ)F∗RU = 0.
Since {F∗X,F∗RU} is linearly independent for nonzeroX , U , we have RU(lnλ) = 0
and X(lnλ) = 0, which means (a)⇐ (b), (a)⇐ (c), (a)⇐ (d).
Therefore, the result follows. 
Theorem 3.28. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion from
a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian manifold (N, gN ) such
that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the map F is totally geodesic.
(b) (i) CITUIV + ωI∇̂UIV = 0 for U, V ∈ Γ(D
I
1).
(ii) CIH∇UIW + ωITUIW = 0 for U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and W ∈ Γ(D
I
2).
(iii) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(iv) TUBIX + H∇UCIX ∈ Γ(ID
I
2) and ∇̂UBIX + TUCIX ∈ Γ(D
I
1) for U ∈
Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
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(c) (i) CJTUJV + ωJ∇̂UJV = 0 for U, V ∈ Γ(D
J
1 ).
(ii) CJH∇UJW + ωJTUJW = 0 for U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and W ∈ Γ(D
J
2 ).
(iii) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(iv) TUBJX + H∇UCJX ∈ Γ(JD
J
2 ) and ∇̂UBJX + TUCJX ∈ Γ(D
J
1 ) for U ∈
Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
(d) (i) CKTUKV + ωK∇̂UKV = 0 for U, V ∈ Γ(D
K
1 ).
(ii) CKH∇UKW + ωKTUKW = 0 for U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and W ∈ Γ(D
K
2 ).
(iii) the map F is horizontally homothetic.
(iv) TUBKX + H∇UCKX ∈ Γ(KD
K
2 ) and ∇̂UBKX + TUCKX ∈ Γ(D
K
1 ) for
U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥).
Proof. Given U, V ∈ Γ(DR1 ) and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we have
(∇F∗)(U, V ) = F∗(R(TURV + ∇̂URV ))
= F∗(BRTURV + CRTURV + φR∇̂URV + ωR∇̂URV )
= F∗(CRTURV + ωR∇̂URV )
so that
(3.29) (∇F∗)(U, V ) = 0⇔ CRTURV + ωR∇̂URV = 0.
Given U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and W ∈ Γ(D
R
2 ), we get
(∇F∗)(U,W ) = F∗(R(∇URW ))
= F∗(R(TURW +H∇URW ))
= F∗(CRH∇URW + ωRTURW )
so that
(3.30) (∇F∗)(U,W ) = 0⇔ CRH∇URW + ωRTURW = 0.
We claim that
(∇F∗)(X,Y ) = 0 for X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥)(3.31)
⇔ F is horizontally homothetic.
Given X,Y ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), by (2.11), we obtain
(3.32) (∇F∗)(X,Y ) = X(lnλ)F∗Y + Y (lnλ)F∗X − gM (X,Y )F∗∇(lnλ)
so that the part from right to left immediately follows.
Conversely, we have
(3.33) 0 = X(lnλ)F∗Y + Y (lnλ)F∗X − gM (X,Y )F∗∇(lnλ).
Applying Y = RX , X ∈ Γ(µR), at (3.33), we get
0 = X(lnλ)F∗RX + RX(lnλ)F∗X − gM (X,RX)F∗∇(lnλ)
= X(lnλ)F∗RX + RX(lnλ)F∗X
so that since {F∗RX,F∗X} is linearly independent for nonzero X , we obtain
X(lnλ) = 0 and RX(lnλ) = 0, which implies
(3.34) X(λ) = 0 for X ∈ Γ(µR).
Applying X = Y = RU , U ∈ Γ(DR2 ), at (3.33), we obtain
(3.35) 0 = 2RU(lnλ)F∗RU − gM (RU,RU)F∗∇(lnλ).
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Taking inner product with F∗RU at (3.35), we have
0 = 2gM (RU,∇(lnλ))gN (F∗RU,F∗RU)− gM (RU,RU)gN(F∗∇(lnλ), F∗RU)
= λgM (RU,RU)gM(RU,∇(lnλ)),
which implies
(3.36) RU(λ) = 0 for U ∈ Γ(DR2 ).
By (3.34) and (3.36), we get the part from left to right.
Given U ∈ Γ(kerF∗) and X ∈ Γ((kerF∗)
⊥), we obtain
(∇F∗)(U,X) = F∗(R(∇URX))
= F∗(R(TUBRX + ∇̂UBRX) +R(TUCRX +H∇UCRX))
= F∗(CR(TUBRX +H∇UCRX) + ωR(∇̂UBRX + TUCRX))
so that
(∇F∗)(U,X) = 0⇔ TUBRX +H∇UCRX ∈ Γ(RD
R
2 ),(3.37)
∇̂UBRX + TUCRX ∈ Γ(RD
R
1 )
By (3.29), (3.30), (3.31), (3.37), we have (a)⇔ (b), (a)⇔ (c), (a)⇔ (d).
Therefore, we get the result. 
Let F : (M, gM ) 7→ (N, gN) be a horizontally conformal submersion. The map
F is called a horizontally conformal submersion with totally umbilical fibers if
(3.38) TXY = gM (X,Y )H for X,Y ∈ Γ(kerF∗),
where H is the mean curvature vector field of the distribution kerF∗.
Lemma 3.29. Let F be an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion with to-
tally umbilical fibers from a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM) onto a Riemann-
ian manifold (N, gN ) such that (I, J,K) is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant
basis. Then
(3.39) H ∈ Γ(RDR2 ) for R ∈ {I, J,K}.
Proof. Given X,Y ∈ Γ(DR1 ), W ∈ Γ(µ
R), and R ∈ {I, J,K}, we have
TXRY + ∇̂XRY = ∇XRY = R∇XY
= BRTXY + CRTXY + φR∇̂XY + ωR∇̂XY
so that
gM (TXRY,W ) = gM (CRTXY,W ) = −gM (TXY,RW ).
Using (3.38), we obtain
gM (X,RY )gM (H,W ) = −gM(X,Y )gM (H,RW ).
Interchanging the role of X and Y , we get
gM (Y,RX)gM(H,W ) = −gM(Y,X)gM (H,RW ).
Combining the above two equations, we have
gM (X,Y )gM (H,RW ) = 0,
which implies H ∈ Γ(RDR2 ) (since Rµ
R = µR). 
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Theorem 3.30. Let F be an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion with totally
umbilical fibers from a hyperka¨hler manifold (M, I, J,K, gM ) onto a Riemannian
manifold (N, gN ) such that (I, J,K) is an h-conformal semi-invariant basis. Then
all the fibers of F are totally geodesic.
Proof. By Lemma 3.29, we have
H ∈ Γ(RD2) for R ∈ {I, J,K}
so that
{IH, JH,KH} ⊂ Γ(D2).
But
KH = IJH = I(JH) ∈ Γ(D2) with JH ∈ Γ(D2).
Since ID2 ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥, we must have H = 0. By (3.38), we obtain the result. 
4. Examples
Note that given an Euclidean space R4m with coordinates (x1, x2, · · · , x4m), we
can canonically choose complex structures I, J,K on R4m as follows:
I( ∂
∂x4k+1
) = ∂
∂x4k+2
, I( ∂
∂x4k+2
) = − ∂
∂x4k+1
, I( ∂
∂x4k+3
) = ∂
∂x4k+4
, I( ∂
∂x4k+4
) = − ∂
∂x4k+3
,
J( ∂
∂x4k+1
) = ∂
∂x4k+3
, J( ∂
∂x4k+2
) = − ∂
∂x4k+4
, J( ∂
∂x4k+3
) = − ∂
∂x4k+1
, J( ∂
∂x4k+4
) = ∂
∂x4k+2
,
K( ∂
∂x4k+1
) = ∂
∂x4k+4
,K( ∂
∂x4k+2
) = ∂
∂x4k+3
,K( ∂
∂x4k+3
) = − ∂
∂x4k+2
,K( ∂
∂x4k+4
) = − ∂
∂x4k+1
for k ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m− 1}.
Then we easily check that (I, J,K, 〈 , 〉) is a hyperka¨hler structure on R4m,
where 〈 , 〉 denotes the Euclidean metric on R4m. Throughout this section, we will
use these notations.
Example 4.1. Let (M,E, g) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold. Let
pi : TM 7→ M be the natural projection [16]. Then the map pi is an h-conformal
semi-invariant submersion such that D1 = kerpi∗ and dilation λ = 1.
Example 4.2. Let (M,EM , gM ) and (N,EN , gN) be almost quaternionic Hermit-
ian manifolds. Let F : M 7→ N be a quaternionic submersion [16]. Then the map
F is an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that D1 = kerF∗ and dilation
λ = 1.
Example 4.3. Let (M,E, gM ) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold and
(N, gN ) a Riemannian manifold. Let F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be an h-semi-
invariant submersion [21]. Then the map F is an h-conformal semi-invariant sub-
mersion with dilation λ = 1.
Example 4.4. Let (M,E, gM ) be an almost quaternionic Hermitian manifold and
(N, gN ) a Riemannian manifold. Let F : (M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be an almost
h-semi-invariant submersion [21]. Then the map F is an almost h-conformal semi-
invariant submersion with dilation λ = 1.
Example 4.5. Let (M,E, gM ) be a 4n-dimensional almost quaternionic Hermit-
ian manifold and (N, gN ) a (4n − 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let F :
(M,E, gM ) 7→ (N, gN ) be a horizontally conformal submersion with dilation λ.
Then the map F is an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that D2 = kerF∗
and dilation λ.
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Example 4.6. Let F : R4 7→ R3 be a horizontally conformal submersion with
dilation λ. Then the map F is an h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that
D2 = kerF∗ and dilation λ.
Example 4.7. Define a map F : R4 7→ R2 by
F (x1, · · · , x4) = e
1934(x1, x2).
Then the map F is an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-invariant submer-
sion such that I(kerF∗) = kerF∗, J(kerF∗) = (kerF∗)
⊥, K(kerF∗) = (kerF∗)
⊥,
and dilation λ = e1934.
Here, (K, I, J) is an almost h-conformal anti-holomorphic semi-invariant basis.
Example 4.8. Define a map F : R8 7→ R6 by
F (x1, · · · , x8) = pi
1934(x3, · · · , x8).
Then the map F is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that
I(kerF∗) = kerF∗, J(kerF∗) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥, K(kerF∗) ⊂ (kerF∗)
⊥, and dilation
λ = pi1934.
Example 4.9. Define a map F : R8 7→ R4 by
F (x1, · · · , x8) = e
1968(x1, x2, x5, x7).
Then the map F is an almost h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that
DI1 = D
J
2 =<
∂
∂x3
, ∂
∂x4
>, DI2 = D
J
1 =<
∂
∂x6
, ∂
∂x8
>, K(kerF∗) = (kerF∗)
⊥, and
dilation λ = e1968.
Example 4.10. Define a map F : R8 7→ R3 by
F (x1, · · · , x8) = pi
1968(x6, x7, x8).
Then the map F is a h-conformal semi-invariant submersion such that D1 =<
∂
∂x1
, · · · , ∂
∂x4
>, D2 =<
∂
∂x5
>, and dilation λ = pi1968.
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